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Steamer Success Academy
Iowa 21st CCLC Local Evaluation Form
Reporting Data for the 2016-2017 School Year
Iowa 21st CCLC Local Evaluation Form
Reporting Data for the 2016-2017 School Year
Overview
To assist grantees with meeting the local evaluation requirements, the Iowa DOE provides a
standardized form for local evaluations of the 21st CCLC Programs. Each grantee is required
to complete the local evaluation form with data from the previous school year. Cohorts 7-11
are to be included for reporting data for the 2016-2017 school year (Cohort 12 will report
data next year). Reported data will be from the Fall of 2016 and the Spring of 2017.
Data will also be reported for the summer of 2016. The checklist, below, serves as a list
of required elements and provides a tracking tool for completion. See the Iowa 21st CCLC
Local Evaluation Form Instructions 2017 for assistance in completing this form. The
completed form should be saved with the filename <Grantee Name 21st CCLC Local
Evaluation Form 2016-2017>. The form must be completed and submitted in Word
format.
Local Evaluation Element
1.
Title Mark Twain Steamer Success Academy File Saved with
Correct Nomenclature
2.
General Information
a.
Basic Information Table
b.
Center Information Table
3.
Introduction/Executive Summary
4.
Demographic Data
a.
Attendance Summary Table (2016-2017 School Year and
Summer 2016)
b.
Attendance Discussion
c.
Partnerships Summary Table
d.
Partnerships Discussion
e.
Parent Involvement
5.
Objectives
a.
GPRA Measures Data Table
b.
GPRA Measures Discussion
c.
Objective Summary Tables (all Cohorts)
d.
Objectives Discussion (including Statistical Analysis)
6.
Anecdotal Data
a.
Success stories
b.
Best Practices
c.
Pictures
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Complete?
☐
☐
☒
☒
☒
☐
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☐
☒
☒
☒
☒
☐
☒
☒
☒
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7.

8.

d.
Student, teacher, parent, and community input
Sustainability plans
a.
Formal sustainability plan, if available
b.
Discussion on steps to be taken for the future of the program
Summary and recommendations
a.
Short summary of the program.
b.
Dissemination of local evaluation.
c.
Recommendations for objectives.
d.
Recommendations on future plans for change.
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☒
☐
☒
☒
☐
☒
☒
☒
☒

2. General Information
The Bettendorf Community School District submits its 21st Century Community
Learning Centers 2016-2017 Program Report to the Iowa Department of Education. The
Steamer Success Academy has completed its second year, and it was a success. Ms. Lisa
Raya, Program Director, collaborated with the faculty, students, parents, and grant partners
to successfully implement the program. The program director and staff members have
appreciated this grant opportunity designed to address the academic learning, social
interaction, and physical needs of Mark Twain elementary students. It has been exciting to
explore the development of a highly effective program which expands the learning
opportunities for so many elementary school children.
Dr. David Markward, Dr. Charles Manges and Mr. William Thiessen partnered with the
Mark Twain Elementary School program to complete the Program Evaluation.
The program directors and evaluation team present the Cohort Ten, second year local
evaluation report. Moreover, the program directors and evaluation team want to express
appreciation to Education Resource Management Solutions for the report template.
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a. Basic Information Table
Required Information Entered Information
Date Form Submitted
12/14/17
Grantee Name
Steamer Success Academy
Program Director
Lisa Raya
E-mail
lraya@bettendorf.k12.ia.us
Phone
(563)359-8263
Evaluator Name
Dr. Charles Manges, Dr. David Markward, Mr. William Thiessen
E-mail
mangescharles@sau.edu
davemarkward@gmail.com
thiessenbill@gmail.com
Phone
(318) 773-5407
Additional Information Click here to enter text.
from Grantee (optional)

b. Center Information Table
Cohort
Cohort 10
Additional
Information from
Grantee (optional)

Centers
Mark Twain Elementary, Bettendorf, Iowa
Click here to enter text.

NOTE: Cohort 12 will report data next year.
3. Introduction/Executive Summary
Mark Twain Elementary School, Bettendorf Community School District, successfully met
its 2016-17 Steamer Success Academy goals. This was the second year of the program.
The Mark Twain Elementary School’s student population has a poverty rate of 49%; a rate
that is higher than the Bettendorf Community School District rate of 34%.
Recognizing that there is a relationship between poverty and educational performance, the
Steamer Success Academy was established to provide;
1) a safe, consistent, structured, supportive, and stimulating environment after school,
2) academic assistance in reading, math, and science,
3) educational enrichment activities that families are unable to provide,
4) assistance with family literacy so parents can help their children succeed and,
5) activities to enable academic achievement such as social skills, healthy snacks, and
exercise.
Prepared by Educational Resource Management Solutions
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The Steamer Success Academy provides before and after school learning supports as
well as a summer school program to extend student learning time. The Steamer Success
Academy had 82 school year and 43 summer school student participants. The program
utilized the following strategies to close participating students’ learning gaps:
1. Provide students with integrated academic supports before, during, and after school
as well as a summer school program:
2. Connect the school with families through communication efforts and:
3. Expand student learning opportunities.
2016-17 Findings
Goal 1: Increase students’ academic achievement.
The Steamer Success Academy successfully met the increased student reading and
mathematics achievement goal, with regular program attendees realizing a 20.74 point
average per pupil K-5 reading achievement growth rate and a 7.7 point average per pupil K4 mathematics growth rate using the FAST Assessments. Teachers reported through their
classroom observations that program students had a 19:1 academic improvement ratio to
academic decline. Please refer to the GPRA measures table beginning on page 12.
The teachers observed positive academic student behavior outcomes such as turning
in homework, completing homework satisfactorily, participating in class, volunteering, and
attending class regularly.
Goal 2: Increase student, parent, and school staff communication to improve student
success.
The Steamer Success Academy created a student, parent and school staff
communication loop that supported improved student success, delivering a before and after
school program during the 2016-2017 school year and a 30 day summer school program.
The program had 4 family literacy nights: Thirty-three families attended on October
6, 2016; twenty-seven families attended on October 23, 2016; twenty-six families attended
on February 23, 2017; and thirty-three families attended on May 25, 2017. This is a marked
improvement in consistent participation over the previous year. The program director had
informal communication with all stakeholders. The program director collaborated with
classroom teachers, parents, and grant partners using Newsletters, Participant Information
Nights, Literacy Nights, and Family Feedback Sessions. Finally, the advisory committee
convened on May, 25, 2017, and the local evaluation report was shared with the committee.
Goal 3: Increase student attachment to education, their peers, adults, and the community.
The Steamer Success Academy successfully met the goal of increasing student
attachment/engagement to education, their peers, adults, and the community. All 82 school
year students participated in the following service learning projects: Reading Buddies; Food
Drive; Student Tutoring; and Playground Clean, Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle projects. The
program director reported that student focus group feedback included the following words to
describe the program “fun, educational, kind, happiness, funny, exciting, awesome, helpful,
Prepared by Educational Resource Management Solutions
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cool, and happy.” Moreover, 97.5% of the students during the school year attended 90 or
more days. Teachers reported a 9:1 ratio that student behavior, motivation, and getting along
with others improved rather than declined among the school year program participants.
The program director and evaluation team, in collaboration with teachers, students, parents,
and grant partners, suggest the following areas of continued inquiry:













Implement a fully effective MTSS approach that meets all expectations of highly
effective CORE/UNIVERSAL reading/language arts and mathematics instruction
within every classroom.
Integrate the tutoring and academic supports for participating Steamer Success
Academy students aligned with the MTSS approach to extend individualized
learning opportunities.
Enhance the involvement of the advisory committee seeking input and
recommendations as well as developing formal stakeholder input practices.
Explore a more systematic data gathering, tabulation, and analyses system to
improve program decision-making. The evaluation team will assist in the
development of these practices.
Have the directors and advisory committee revisit Objective 1c. The evaluation team
believes that Objective 1b and 1c can be combined using the FAST assessment. As
the program will have co-directors during year three, the evaluation team and the codirectors recommend the continued use of Iowa Assessment Data while maintaining
a focus on Objective 1c until such time as the state of Iowa adopts and implements a
new assessment tool.
GOAL 1: Objective 1b. Participants’ literacy and math achievements increase as
measured by grades, FAST universal screener scores, and other Bettendorf
Community School District assessments.
GOAL 1: Objective 1c. An additional 5% of program students in grades 3-5 will
demonstrate proficiency in literacy and math achievement based on Iowa
Assessment scores.

These recommendations represent efforts between the program director and the
evaluation team to improve the feedback loops and reach the program goals. The program
directors have tentatively scheduled an advisory committee meeting for January 25, 2018 to
share the evaluation report and gather input to address the program sustainability plan.
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4. Demographic Data
a.

Attendance Tables including disaggregated data

2016-2017 School Year Attendance
Enter data in the appropriate fields as required in the tables below. Data will be from the
Fall of 2016 and the Spring of 2017. There are separate tables for the Summer of 2016.
Steamer Success Academy 21st CCLC Program Attendance Summary Table 2016-2017
Attendees

Sex
Attendance
Male
Cohort
All
82
41
10
Regular*
80
40
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

Female
41
40

Steamer Success Academy 21st CCLC Program Attendance by Ethnicity Table 2016-2017
Ethnicity
White Hispanic/ American
Black/
Cohort
Latino
Indian/
African
Alaska
American
Native
All
65
5
2
6
10
Regular* 65
5
2
6
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

Asian/
Pacific
Islander

Unknown
Race

2
2

0
0

Steamer Success Academy 21st CCLC Program Attendance by Special Needs Table 20162017
Special Needs
LEP
FRPL
Special Needs
Cohort
All
1
20
10
10
Regular*
1
20
10
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.
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Summer of 2016 Attendance
Enter data in the appropriate fields as required in the tables below. Data will be from the
Summer of 2016 only. Data from the 2016-2017 school year should be provided in the
tables above.
Steamer Success Academy 21st CCLC Program Attendance Summary Table Summer
2016
Attendees
Sex
Attendance
Male
Female
Cohort
All
43
22
21
10
Regular*
9
2
7
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.
Steamer Success Academy 21st CCLC Program Attendance by Ethnicity Table Summer
2016
Ethnicity
White
Hispanic/ American Black/
Asian/
Unknown
Cohort
Latino
Indian/
African
Pacific Race
Alaska
American Islander
Native
All
30
3
1
6
3
0
10
Regular*
4
0
1
1
3
0
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.
Enter Name of Grantee Here 21st CCLC Program Attendance by Special Needs Table
Summer 2016
Special Needs
LEP
FRPL
Special Needs
Cohort
All
2
32
12
10
Regular*
2
7
4
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.
b.

Attendance Discussion

The program director and evaluation team were pleased that 75% (60/80) (see grade
level attendance table) of the students participating in the program during the school year
attended 90 or more days. The director believes that this high number of students attending
90 or more days was an indicator that the program met parent and student learning needs.
The summer school program was also positive, realizing 43 attendees for the second
year. The summer school program is only 30 days and the grant classifies 30 or more days
as a regular attendee; therefore, the program had 9 regular summer school attendees with
perfect attendance. The director and evaluation team agreed that the summer school program
Prepared by Educational Resource Management Solutions
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has a design flaw if 30 days or more is a key grant indicator regarding expectations for
regular students. It was also agreed that it is unlikely, given the current 30 day summer
school program offering, that the program would reach significant numbers of students
attaining perfect attendance-all 30 days.
Mark Twain Steamer Success Academy
Attendance
YR 2 Regular School Year (2016-2017)
Cohort 10 Grade
Level

Less than 30
days

30 - 59
days

60 - 89
days

90 or more
days

Grade
Total

Kindergarten

0

1

4

6

11

1st Grade

0

0

2

21

23

2nd Grade

0

2

1

13

16

3rd Grade

1

0

3

13

17

4th Grade

1

4

1

5

11

5th Grade

0

1

1

2

4

YR 2 School Total

2

8

12

60

82
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Chart 1: Regular Program Attendees Observed by Teachers

Kindergarten: 12.3%
1st grade: 36.9% (highest number of participants in the program were in this grade level)
2nd grade: 18.5%
3rd grade: 20%
4th grade: 10.8%
5th grade: 1.5%

Mark Twain Steamer Success Academy
Attendance
YR 2 Summer School (2016)
Cohort 10 Grade
Level

Less than 15
days

15 - 24
days

25 - 29
days

30
days

Grade
Total

Kindergarten

0

2

7

1

10

1st Grade

0

2

8

4

14

2nd Grade

0

2

3

2

7

3rd Grade

0

2

7

1

10

4th Grade

0

0

1

1

2

YR 2 School Total

0

8

26

9

43
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Twenty-first Century grants have an expectation that programs address poverty
related achievement gaps. Free and reduced-price lunch (FRPL) student numbers are used to
identify low socioeconomic subgroup populations within a school and it is a frequently used
poverty indicator. The program director reported that 49.5% of the Mark Twain Elementary
student population qualifies for FRPL. The percentage of the program’s participants
qualifying for FRPL was 49.5% during the school year and 74.4% during summer school.
The percentage of FRPL summer school enrollment exceeds the regular school’s poverty
rate. This is an indication that the grant is successful in reaching specific students who,
without the program intervention, would likely be susceptible to the learning loss often
experienced by students of poverty during the summer.
a.

Partnerships Summary Table

Enter data in the appropriate fields as required in the table below. Data will be from the
Summer and Fall of 2016, the Spring of 2017.
Steamer Success Academy 21st CCLC Program Partners for 2016-2017
Total Number of Partners = 21
# of Paid
# of Unpaid
Contribution Type*
Partners
Partners
1
0
Provide Evaluation Services
0
0
Raise Funds
5
5
Provide Programming / Activity-Related
Services
2
1
Provide Food
0
4
Provide Goods
0
5
Provide Volunteer Staffing
0
4
Provide Paid Staffing
0
1
Other
*Note: A partner can provide more than one type of service.
b.

Partnerships Discussion
Partners and their involvement








Bettendorf Fire Department and the Bettendorf Police Department provided free
educational safety programs which include, fire, bicycle, and drug safety.
Bettendorf Parks and Recreation provide additional opportunities for an extended
summer program (field trips, recreation) for those students who participated in
summer school.
Bettendorf Public Library and Americorps provide additional literacy education
opportunities for families throughout the year, which included organizing literacy
night activities, and opportunities for families to obtain a library card.
EICC-Scott Community College, St. Ambrose University, Augustana College,
Bettendorf High School National Honor Society and Americorps provided volunteer
staff to assist with homework, reading, and other program activities. These same
Prepared by Educational Resource Management Solutions
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partners provide ongoing advertisement and recruitment of Youth Mentors. The
program is predominately staffed with local college students.
Family Museum, Niabi Zoo, Putnam Museum, and Quad City Botanical Center
provided regular educational activities throughout the year; these partners also
provide admission at discounted rates to help alleviate program costs.
Throughout the school year the program received private donations of program
supplies, which included age appropriate books, craft supplies, resource materials,
and themed curriculum kits. The estimated donation amount was $500.
In year 2, the BCSD Food service, in partnership with the Pat Stoffer trust fund, a
private donor, provided the program’s after school snack. The program fell short by
less than 1% in meeting the CACFP reimbursement guidelines. The contribution of
these partners was significant with the estimated in-kind donation of $10,000.
For more specific information regarding partners, please refer to the Partner
Contribution Table beginning on page 29.

c.

Parent Involvement



Parent involvement and ongoing communication are key to the success of the
program. Parents were provided opportunities to participate; this included
volunteering during program time, field trips, or literacy events. Communication
occurred with parents in several ways:
o Face-to-face during program drop off/pick-up times,
o phone calls,
o electronically (e-mails, school messenger system),
o and in written form (newsletters, flyers, program handbook.



Parents were involved in meetings throughout the year. The initial parent meeting
was scheduled during Unpack Your Backpack night (August 22, 2016) where
parents were oriented about the program, provided important calendar events, given
updates, provided opportunities for questions, asked for input/ideas for family
literacy nights, and surveyed to determine dates that best work for families to attend
evening events.



As necessary, individual parent meetings were held during the school year to discuss
a student's progress, or behavior in the program.



A year-end parent meeting was held on May 25, 2017 to provide parents with the
opportunity to enroll their children in the program for the next school year. During
this time the director provided local evaluation results, student achievements, and the
areas needing improvement for the following year. Parents were also given an
opportunity to provide feedback regarding the program.
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5. Objectives

NEW FOR 2016-2017.
To follow 21 CCLC Guidelines, grantee organizations are required to measure 14 performance
indicators that follow the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). This is the same data
reported online to the APR Data System.
st

a.

GPRA Measures Data Table

Enter data in the appropriate fields as required in the tables below. Provide numbers and
percentages as indicated. Please note the GPRA data intends to measure student improvement
based on how many regular attendees needed improvement. If you do not have this number,
then enter the total number of Regular Attendees for each grade level instead. If your program
does not include attendees in either elementary or middle/high school, leave the cells pertaining to
those grade levels blank. Data will be from the Summer and Fall of 2016 and the Spring of 2017.

GPRA Measures Data Table for 2016-2017
Item/GPRA Measures 1-6

GPRA Measures 1-3 - Improvement in
Mathematics. Enter Assessment Tool
Used Below
Assessment Tool: FAST aMath
1. The number of elementary 21st
Century regular program participants
who improved in mathematics from fall
to spring.
2. The number of middle/high school
21st Century regular program
participants who improved in
mathematics from fall to spring. This is
an elementary only program.
3. The number of all 21st Century
regular program participants who
improved in mathematics from fall to
spring.
GPRA Measures 1-3 - Improvement in
English. Enter Assessment Tool used in
cell below
Assessment Tool: FAST Composite and
aReader
4. The number of elementary 21st
Century regular program participants
who improved in English from fall to

Number of
Regular Attendees
Needing
Improvement

Number of
Students Who
Improved.

Percentage of
Students Who
Improved

20

18

95%

Enter #NA

Enter #NA

Enter %NA

20

18

95%

26

24

92.3%
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spring.
6. The number of all 21st Century
regular program participants who
improved in English from fall to spring.
Item/GPRA Measures 7-8

GPRA Measures 7-8 - Improvement in
Proficiency. Enter Assessment Tool used
in cell below.
Assessment Tool: FAST Composite and
aReader
7. The number of elementary 21st
Century regular program participants
who improve from not proficient to
proficient or above in reading.
Item/GPRA Measures 9-14

GPRA Measures 9-11 - Homework and
Class Participation
9. The number of elementary 21st
Century regular program participants
with teacher-reported improvement in
homework completion and class
participation. These are two different
questions. Class participation is in blue.
11. The number of all 21st Century
regular program participants with
teacher-reported improvement in
homework completion and class
participation.
GPRA Measures 12-14 - Student
Behavior
12. The number of elementary 21st
Century regular participants with
teacher-reported improvements in
student behavior.
14. The number of all 21st Century
regular participants with teacherreported improvements in student
behavior.
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26

24

92.3%

Number of
Regular Attendees
Not Proficient

Number of
Students Who
Improved to
Proficient

Percentage of
Students Who
Improved to
Proficient

26

7

27%

Number of
Regular Attendees
Needing
Improvement

Number of
Students Who
Improved.

Percentage of
Students Who
Improved

Enter # 18 and 36

Enter # 5 and
29

Enter %
Homework
28%
Class Partic.
80%

Enter # 18 and 36

Enter # 5 and
29

Enter %
Homework
28%
Class Partic.
80%

Enter # 37

Enter # 23

Enter 62%

Enter # 37

Enter # 23

Enter 62%
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GPRA Measures Discussion

The Steamer Success Academy established increased academic achievement as
program Goal 1. The Academy successfully met that goal with students demonstrating
growth and some students moving from non-proficient to proficient. Students successfully
met that goal with the number of students demonstrating growth and moving from nonproficient to proficient depicted in the table below. These results are to be commended.
21st CCLC Annual Data Analysis
2016 - 2017

Grades K-2 FAST Data
Content Grade Students Proficient NP Growth
Math

Moves from NP to Prof.

K

11

6

5

11

2

1

23

20

3

23

2

2

16

9

7

*22

4

Total

50

35

15

56

8

*- student moved prior to end of year assessment, but still met regular attendance goal.
21st CCLC Annual Data Analysis
2016 - 2017

Iowa Assessment data grades 3-5 related to Goal/Objective 1.c.
Content Grade Students Proficient NP Growth
Math

Moved from NP to Prof.

3

17

14

3

NA

NA

4

10

10

0

10

0

5

4

4

0

2

1

Total

31

28

3

12

1
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21st CCLC Annual Data Analysis
2016 - 2017
Grades K-2 FAST Data

Content Grade Students Proficient NP Growth
English

Moved from NP to Prof.

K

11

6

5

11

2

1

23

16

7

23

4

2

16

8

8

*15

1

Total

50

30

20

49

7

*- student moved prior to end of year assessment, but still met regular attendance goal.

Iowa Assessment data grades 3-5 related to Goal/Objective 1.c.
2016-2017
Content Grade Students Proficient NP Growth

Moved from NP to Prof.

English

3

17

14

3

NA*

NA*

4

10

6

4

10

1

5

4

3

1

2

0

Total

31

23

8

12

1

*Third Grade students are taking the Iowa Assessment for the first time and so cannot
exhibit growth or move from non-proficient to a proficient status.
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Chart 2: Teacher Survey- Student Academic Performance

35.4% Did Not Need to Improve
9.2% Significant Improvement
27.7% Moderate Improvement
20% Slight Improvement
6.2% No Change
1.5% Slight Decline

The data displayed above demonstrate that 85.7% (12/14) of assessed students
demonstrated growth in math and English and 71.4% (1/14) of assessed students
demonstrated proficiency in math.
Test performance is an important measure of academic success but successful test
results are frequently linked to behaviors in and outside the classroom.
GPRA measures 9-14, address homework completion, class participation, and
teacher-reported improvements in student behavior. As the tables and charts in Appendix B
reveal, these areas also met expectations with Steamer Academy teachers reporting
improved academic student behavior outcomes such as turning in homework, completing
homework satisfactorily, participating in class, volunteering, and attending class regularly.
This area of success should be recognized, as continued strengthening of student behaviors
generally provides a foundation for improved academic results.
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Objective Summary Tables (all Cohorts)

STARTING JULY 1, 2017, GPRA MEASURES WILL BE THE OFFICIAL
OBJECTIVES. Additional local objectives may be added to help your local organizations
better serve your community. However, these local objectives will be considered anecdotal.
Data will be from the Summer and Fall of 2016 and the Spring and of 2017.
For each cohort table, Grantee will enter the appropriate data. If a Grantee did not
participate in a cohort, that cohort table will be left blank. To add a row to the table, press
tab while in the last cell of the table and a new row will be added. If desired, all cohorts may
be combined into one table (especially helpful if all objectives are the same). If this is done,
in the objectives discussion section, note that the table combines more than one cohort.
Objectives will be rated as one of four ways:







Met the stated objective. Must provide methodology on how the objective was
measured and justification for meeting the objective.
Did not meet but made progress toward the stated objective. Must provide
methodology on how the objective was measured and what criteria was used to
determine that progress was made.
Did not meet and no progress was made toward the stated objective. Must provide
methodology on how the objective was measured what criteria was used to
determine that no progress was made.
Unable to measure the stated objective. All objectives should be measured unless
extraordinary circumstances prevent doing so. If an objective is not measured,
complete details on these circumstances should be provided in the
Methodology/Justification column.
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Cohort 10 Table
Objective

Objective
Rating

Methodology/Justification for Rating

GOAL 1 – Objective 1a. In
annual surveys, school staff
say that participants improve
academically.

Met

Methodology: Teachers annually complete a qualitative survey
that includes five observable positive student academic
behaviors within their classroom regarding student program
participants. The teachers respond to an eight point scale from
significant improvement to significant decline. Justification:
The teacher survey (Appendix A) tabulation from five academic
improvement items indicated that 35.4% of the regular
program attendees were already performing at the desired
level, 56.9% of the regular program attendees improved, 1.5%
of the regular program attendees declined, and 6.2% remained
unchanged. The survey analysis indicated a 19:1 improvement
to decline ratio.

GOAL 1: Objective 1b.
Participants’ literacy and
math achievements increase
as measured by grades, FAST
universal screener scores,
and other Bettendorf
Community School District
assessments

Met

Methodology: Student reading and math standardized
assessments results were gathered and analyzed to measure
increased achievement. FAST reading and math was used as a
quantitative standardized measure. Student achievement
increase was based on average per pupil gains. Justification:
Steamer Success Academy regular program attendees had a
positive average per pupil achievement increase in reading (21
point average per pupil gain) and mathematics (7.7 point
average per pupil gain). The regular program attendees had a
per pupil gain that was similar to the non-program Mark Twain
students (differences were not significant).

GOAL 1: Objective 1c.

Met

Methodology: Student reading and math standardized Iowa
Assessment results were gathered and analyzed to measure
increased achievement. Iowa Assessment reading and math
proficiency rates were used as the quantitative standardized
measure. Justification: The evaluation team found only 14
students with sufficient data to tabulate. The reading outcome
for 2015-2016 was 8 proficient and 6 not proficient. For 20162017, a positive change of 1 additional student becoming
proficient was witnessed. (2016-2017 = 9 proficient and 5 not
proficient) Thus, Iowa Assessment reading had a 7% increase.
The mathematics outcome realized 13 students being
proficient and 1 being non proficient in 2015-2016, and all 14
students being proficient in 2016-2017. This was also an
increase of 7%. The program director and evaluation team
concluded the objective had been met based on the FAST data
being positive gains. See Iowa Assessment Table at the bottom
of the document.

An additional 5% of
program students in
grades 3-5 will
demonstrate proficiency
n literacy and math
achievement based on
Iowa Assessment scores.
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GOAL 2: Objective 2a. At least
20 families at Mark Twain
Elementary attended Family
Literacy events regularly.

Met

Methodology: The program director recorded the number of
families attending the Family Literacy events. The objective
was measured using a simple tally of participants at these
events. Justification: The program held (4) Family Literacy
events with at least 20 families in attendance.
(33) families attended on October 6, 2016; (27 ) families
attended on October 27, 2016; (26 ) families attended on
February 23,2017; (33 ) families attended on May 25, 2017.

GOAL 2: Objective 2b.
Steamer Success Academy
parents collaborate with
teachers in cooperative IAP
goal setting.

Met

Methodology: The program director, program staff, and
classroom teachers identified students needing additional
reading assistance. These teachers collaborated with students
and parents to establish an Individual Afterschool Plan (IAP).
Program staff and teachers worked together to implement the
IAP and teachers shared student progress with parents during
the two school year parent-teacher conferences.
Justification: The program director reported the IAP
collaborative goal setting process was completed during year
one.
Parents and teachers collaborated throughout the year, and at
least twice per year meet during conferences to discuss their
child’s academic progress and goals for the school year.
At the beginning of the school year and ongoing, Steamer
Success Academy faculty collaborate with parents, teaching
staff, and literacy coaches to determine which students require
additional academic assistance in either reading/math or both.
Once students are identified, the 21st CCLC Program Director
collaborates with both teachers and parents to discuss their
child’s participation in tutoring after school as well as to
discuss ST Math progress as necessary. An informational letter
describing tutoring services and progress goals was provided
to each parent whose child was identified for additional
program services.

GOAL 2: Objective 2c.
Parents, students, school
staff, partners, and other
community members
participate in the program’s
Advisory Committee

Met

Methodology: The program director facilitated several
advisory/planning committee meetings throughout the year to
effectively guide the program.
Justification: An annual advisory committee meeting was
conducted May 25, 2017 to share the 15-16 local evaluation
report, gather input and/or feedback, and to discuss areas
needing strengthened.

GOAL 3: Objective 3a. At least
30 children at Mark Twain
Elementary
participate in a service
learning project

Met

Methodology: The program director recorded the number of
children participating in the service learning project. The
objective was measured using a simple tally of participants at
these events.
Justification: All school year students (82) participated in 4
service learning projects.

GOAL 3: Objective 3b. At least
75% of the participants say
that the program is “fun” and

Met

Methodology: The program director informally surveyed
participating students, gathering feedback regarding their
enjoyment. This is a subjective and qualitative approach to
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they like to
attend.

GOAL 3: Objective 3c. In
annual surveys, school staff
report that students who
need to improve their
behavior, are more
motivated, and increase
their ability to get along
with others
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create a working relationship between the program director
and participating students, also designed to gather specific
student feedback.
Justification: The program director held student focus groups,
reporting that 75% replied the program is fun. Further, since
73% of the regular school year attendees participated 90 or
more days, this was seen as an indicator that students like to
attend.
Met

Methodology: Teachers annually complete a qualitative survey
that includes a behavior, motivation, and social interaction
item. The teachers respond to an eight point scale from
significant improvement to significant decline. Justification:
The teacher survey tabulation from three improvement items
(behavior, motivation, and social interaction) indicated that
59% of the program students were already performing at the
desired level, 42% of the program students improved, 6% of
the program students declined, and 13% remained unchanged.

d. Objectives Discussion including (Statistical Analysis)

The Steamer Success Academy has three important goals:
GOAL 1: Increase students’ academic achievement.
GOAL 2: Increase student, parent, and school staff communication to improve student
success.
GOAL 3: Increase student attachment to education, their peers, adults, and the community
The purpose of the program is to address the identified learning gaps in reading and
mathematics through a systemic approach that meets the learning needs of a disadvantaged
and/or poverty student population. The Steamer Success Academy accomplished these goals
through before and after school learning supports as well as a summer school program that
extends student learning time.
The success for Objective 1c is measured using Iowa Assessment reading and math
proficiency rates. The Iowa Assessment data are available for only grades 3, 4 and 5, and the
number of regular program attendees likely to have two years of data for this tabulation will
be few and there are fewer program attendees from grade levels 4 and 5. The target is 5% of
the program attendees that were not proficient in 2014-2015 achieving proficiency in 20162017. The current grade three students will not have Iowa Assessment comparison scores
from the 2015-2016 school year. Thus, Objective 1c will only have program attendees from
the current grades 4 and 5. It is also noteworthy that grades 4 and 5 have the smallest
number of students per grade level attending the program. An illustration is that the Steamer
Success Academy has only 14 regular program attendees with the two years of Iowa
Assessment reading and mathematics scores to measure Objective 1c. Thus, the small
number of 14 students, only represents 17% of the regular program attendees and does not
provide the program director and shareholders with meaningful feedback.
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Objectives 1a, 3b, and 3c, Goal 1 and 3, are measured by surveying stakeholders and
gathering their feedback regarding program impact. The feedback is qualitative and provides
the program director with teacher and student input. Objectives 1a and 3c are collected from
a teacher classroom observation survey that has ten items. The survey items address teacher
observations of academic and learning climate behaviors. Objective 1a has the following
survey items completed by classroom teachers regarding student academic behaviors;
 turning in his/her homework on time
 completing homework to your satisfaction
 participating in class
 attending class regularly
 being attentive in class
 academic performance.
Objective 3c has the following survey items completed by classroom teachers
regarding student social behaviors;
 behaving well in class
 coming to school motivated to learn
 getting along with other students.
The teachers were asked to rate each regular program attendee in their classroom using
the following scale;
 student did not need to improve
 significant improvement
 moderate improvement
 slight improvement
 no change
 slight decline
 moderate decline
 significant decline.
The survey is a simple qualitative tool and the program director gave classroom teachers
directions to provide very simple rater reliability training. Graphs representing survey
results are found in Appendix B.
Objective 3b is a simple survey (or focus groups) of program attendees to gather
whether or not program is “fun” and they like to attend. The program director also compared
the survey to attendance records to validate the student survey responses. The objective’s
subjective target is 75% of the students are having fun and like to attend.
Objectives 2a, 2b, 2c, and 3a, Goals 2 and 3, are measured by shareholder participation
in activities that are important to successful program implementation. Objective 2a is that at
least 20 families attend Family Literacy events regularly. The program director tabulated
family event attendance. Objective 2b is that the program director coordinates program
supports through goal setting between students, parents, and teachers. Objective 2c relates to
shareholder advisory committee participation. The program director recorded shareholder
roles, meeting agendas, and committee member attendance.
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Objective 3a is that at least 30 students participate in a service learning project. The
program director tallied regular program attendee participation rates. The participation rates
were used to determine whether at least 30 students have participated in service learning
projects. These are qualitative measures and reflect participation targets in key activities.
The program directors have requested, during the 2017-2018 school year, that the
evaluation team review these objectives and their purpose to collaborate on adjustments that
could be made to strengthen the program. The program director is requesting that the
evaluation team explore options regarding Objective 1c and the use of the Iowa
Assessments feedback because most program regular attendees are not tested using Iowa
Assessments and the state will soon no longer use the Iowa Assessments as a statewide
reading and math achievement assessment.

The evaluation team compared Steamer Success Academy academic outcomes with
Neil Armstrong, the only other elementary receiving a 21st Century grant, and other district
elementary schools within the year two report.
Performance Comparison of 2016-17 Bettendorf 21st Century elementary Grant Sites
K % Prof 1st % Prof 2nd % Prof 3rd % Prof 4th % Prof 5th % Prof
59

74

67

57

59

55

Neil Armstrong 78

57

66

54

63

64

Mark Twain

A review of the Bettendorf elementary school performance comparison table supports the
continued need for academic support for both Mark Twain and Neil Armstrong elementary
schools.
District Performance Comparison of all 2016-17 Bettendorf Elementary Sites
1st %
K % Prof Prof

3rd %
2nd % Prof Prof

4th % Prof 5th % Prof

GW

68

82

74

69

55

59

HH

77

76

67

73

81

78

MT

59

74

67

57

59

55

NA

78

57

66

54

63

64

PN

79

70

78

78

90

82

TJ

90

58

60

74

80

57

6. Anecdotal Data
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a. Success Stories
Anecdotal data are an important component of program evaluation, as it is the feelings,
emotions, comfort, and perspective of the participants which lead to strengthened academic
performance. Parents and instructors shared the following comments related to student
participation in the Steamer Success Academy.


“Austin showed a lot of improvement over the year. He became a lot more sociable in
my tutoring sessions and I think his math skills especially improved.”



“SSA provided a structured environment in school, and allowed him to keep from falling
behind his peers. He understands this time and place is for work and he is more focused
than at home. It offers opportunities to socialize with peers as well as fun learning
opportunities.”



“My child has been able to finish homework in the morning program that she wasn’t
able to finish the evening before.”



“The kids love going to SSA because they get to play with others, get homework done,
make fun crafts to bring home, and they are teaching my child how to write cursive. Our
family is saving $600 a month with not having to pay for after school care. It’s a safe
environment for afterschool care when neither parent is off work.”



“SSA Alleviated or reduced disrupted time. Time was wasted at home explaining
homework. He needed this time to focus without distractions from electronics and
siblings. Having a program directly after school offers big relief in pick up after school,
and overall everyone is less stressed.”



“We are beyond grateful to have a safe, educational place to drop off our daughter
before school when we have to be at work. It’s also helpful to have people there to help
her with her homework when she needs it.”
b. Best Practices

The Steamer Success Academy has three important goals:
GOAL 1: Increase students’ academic achievement.
GOAL 2: Increase student, parent, and school staff communication to improve student
success.
GOAL 3: Increase student attachment to education, their peers, adults, and the community
The goal of the Mark Twain Elementary Steamer Success Academy 21st Century
Community Learning Center program is to address student needs in three areas: academic
achievement, social skill building, and physical well-being. These goals were addressed in a
variety of ways.
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Academics
Steamer Success Academy:


Students who need academic assistance participate in at least 1 1⁄2-2 hours per week
of additional teacher instruction in the area(s) need (reading/math).



Students are given the opportunity to complete their homework each day.



Program staff, monitor each student’s ST Math progress to ensure weekly goal
percentages are met. Students who have not met their goals are given additional
math time to increase their percentages.

Safety/Social Skills
 The program follows safe drop off/pick-up procedures, implements a sign in/sign out
procedure, as well as daily attendance (name to face) practices to ensure all children
are safe, and accounted for, and only approved persons pick up each day.
 Youth Mentors offer activities that allow for social skills practice such as taking
turns, cooperation, using our words, book and literacy activities that discuss
emotions/feelings or treating others with fairness and compassion.
 The program schedules at least 25 minutes of physical activity time each day. These
include indoor/outdoor activities with time for games and group interactions
(basketball, tetherball, four square, kickball, and duck duck goose). Moreover,
students are provided a healthy snack each day which meets USDA guidelines.
Enrichment
Enrichment activities are a vital part of the program. The Steamer Success Academy
strives to make the program fun for all students providing a variety of activities, games,
crafts, and field trips that the students may not experience outside of the school setting. The
Steamer Success Academy also incorporates learning experiences such as STEM programs,
maker space and music activities. The provision of enrichment opportunities increases
background experiences, stimulates curiosity and academic interest, and enhances
vocabulary development for all students in the program.
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d. Student, teacher, parent, and community input
The Principal and Program Director collaborate with various parents, students, school
staff, partners, and other community members as a group and individually regarding
specific advisory items specific to program planning and input/idea. Agenda items that
were discussed:


Bettendorf Parks and Recreation summer program and collaboration.



Teachers, Literacy coaches, FAST scores, aMath, reading, and collaborating
tutoring groups.



Putnam, Family Museum, Bettendorf Public Library, Bettendorf Fire/Police
Department, literacy activities, STEM, Science, safety programs, and ongoing
collaboration for school year programs.



Parents and Students contribute ideas/input on an ongoing basis through small
focus groups and communication in person and by phone.

During the initial recruitment/enrollment process the Program Director gets to know
families through a short phone interview/survey. An invitation is sent out and parents are
asked “What is the main reason you are seeking to enroll your child in the program”. This
helps the program Director assess family needs and to develop a priority enrollment list. The
most common reasons are due to work or school schedules or parent is seeking additional
assistance for their child in reading/and or math. Selection of program participants is
determined using the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Free and reduced eligibility
Non-proficient students
Previous participation
teacher recommendation
Remaining opportunities are open to everyone.

2016-17 Parent Survey Results




Need the program due to school or work schedule 83.1% (69/83).
Parent/Teacher recommendation based on needed improvement in reading and/or
math 56.6% (47/83).
Interested in additional enrichment activities for their child 56.6% (47/83).

7. Sustainability Plans
a. Sustainability Plan. Provide a summary of plans for sustaining the afterschool
program after the end of the 21st CCLC grant.
The evaluation team recommends that the Advisory Committee will develop a local
sustainability plan utilizing internal and external resources. They and program
supporters should seek commitment and support from individuals, partner organizations,
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businesses, community organizations, and grants. As noted above, a stipend from the Pat
Stoffer trust fund enables some afterschool programming at Bettendorf Community
School District elementary schools for one hour per day, two days per week, for a
limited number of 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders. It is anticipated that that level of
support will continue. The Steamer Success Academy will use Mark Twain’s $10,000
annual share of this donation to fund snacks, staffing, and transportation.
In addition to 21st Century Community Learning Centers grants, the Steamer
Success Academy should explore sustainability sources including the City of Bettendorf,
the Scott County Riverboat Authority, and United Way. Several community-based
organizations already contribute materials and services to Mark Twain, including HyVee, and the Bettendorf Rotary Club. Bettendorf Community Schools Foundation grants
have funded innovative learning opportunities such as Learning in Motion Ball Chairs
and Reading for Excellence Family Literacy Nights. The Steamer Success Academy
should seek to maintain and expand these and other contributions.
Bettendorf Community School District uses existing programs to offer the most
effective
use of public resources. These include referring families to the Bettendorf Community
School District outreach program housed at the Edison Academy with two social
workers who help families plan for living, food, clothing, transportation, and medical
arrangements. Bettendorf Community School District uses facilities, such as the
Bettendorf Public Library and Family Museum, by making contact and sharing
information at regular meetings. This enables equitable services at each school, while
meeting individual student needs.
Public entities contribute time and resources to Bettendorf Community School
District schools, including the Bettendorf Police and Fire Departments, the Genesis
Health System, and Bethany for Children and Families. Steamer Success Academy will
use these established relationships to build on systems that are already in place and
generate sustainability for the new before, afterschool, and summer programs. District
buses will transport children between the program and their homes.
Bettendorf Community School District also uses Title I funds, state training in PBIS,
and a teacher leadership compensation grant to enact strategies to increase student
achievement.
Steamer Success Academy will refer families to free or low cost community
resources such as:





Mississippi Bend Area Education Agency and national trainers (Laura Riffel) for
PBIS training;
Bethany for Children and Families for their dental bus and Genesis for flu shots;
Therapists from the Vera French Community Mental Health Center who provide
on-site counseling to children and families at Mark Twain Elementary;
Eastern Iowa Tech Community Colleges for Adult Basic Education, ESL, and
GED;
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Community Action Agency of Eastern Iowa for Early Head Start, Head Start,
money management, and financial assistance.

To promote sustainability, shareholders should ensure that the program continues to
target
children with academic needs, coordinates regularly with the local education agency,
hires and retains certified teachers and other highly-qualified staff, and works closely
with schools, parents, and children. Bettendorf Community School District is committed
to sustaining the Steamer Success Academy, including provision of physical facilities,
curriculum consultation, fiscal support, and advocacy. Finally, an active Advisory
Committee and other shareholders continue to seek new funding sources to ensure a
broad support base, including exploration of local, regional, state, and national public
and private sources. It is anticipated that as evaluations demonstrate desirable program
outcomes for academically disadvantaged children, community support for sustainability
will increase.
b. Partner Contributions. For each partner, enter the requested information into the text
boxes in the table below. To add a row to the table, press tab while in the last cell of
the table and a new row will be added. Contributions should be one of the following.
 Provide Evaluation Services
 Raise Funds
 Provide Programming / Activity-Related Services
 Provide Food
 Provide Goods
 Provide Volunteer Staffing
 Provide Paid Staffing
 Other
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Partner Contribution Table for Sustainability Plan 2016-2017
Community
Contribution
Staff
In-kind Sites Served
Partner
(detail)
Provided
value
Americorps
Delivered literacy
2
$1,000 Mark Twain
related activities
during family
nights and tutoring
Augustana
Provided
12
$6,000 Mark Twain
College,
volunteer staff to
Bettendorf High
assist with
School NHS,
homework,
EICC-Scott
reading, and other
Community
program activities.
College
These same
partners provide
ongoing
advertisement and
recruitment of
Youth Mentors.
The program is
predominately
staffed with local
college students.
Bettendorf BCSD Provided the
3
$10,000 Mark Twain
Food service, in
programs after
partnership with a school snack. The
private donor
program fell short
fund
by less than 1% in
meeting the
CACFP
reimbursement
guidelines.
Bettendorf Fire
Delivered fire
3
$150 Mark Twain
Department
prevention
programs
and is a host site
for student field
trip experiences.
Bettendorf Public Provided
3
$100 Mark Twain
Library
programs for
students,
library site visits,
support for the
literacy night
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activities, and
library
card sign-up
assistance.
Bettendorf Parks
Provided field
and
trips and outdoor
Recreation
physical activities
Department
during the
summer school
program.
Bettendorf Police Provided bicycle
Department
safety lessons.
Bettendorf Family Provided
Museum
educational field
trips
and/or activities.
Discounted
admission fees
were also
provided.
Mississippi Bend Provided program
Area
evaluation
Education Agency services and
instructional
reading and math
instructional
supports.
Niabi Zoo
Provided
educational field
trips
and/or activities.
Discounted
admission fees
were also
provided.
Quad City
Provided
Botanical Center
educational field
trips
and/or activities.
Discounted
admission fees
were also
provided.
Private Donors
Individuals
donated
curriculum kits
and books. One
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2

$0 Mark Twain

2

$100 Mark Twain

1

$150 Mark Twain

4

$1500 Mark Twain

1

$100 Mark Twain

2

$100 Mark Twain

4

$2000 Mark Twain
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Putnam Museum

donor provided a
meal for 75
students and an
opportunity to
visit a local book
store.
Provided
educational field
trips
and/or activities.
Discounted
admission fees
were also
provided.

1
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$100 Mark Twain

8. Summary and Recommendations
a.

Short summary of the program.

Recognizing that there is a relationship between poverty and educational performance, the
Steamer Success Academy was established to provide:
1) a safe, consistent, structured, supportive, and stimulating environment after school;
2) academic assistance in reading, math, and science;
3) educational enrichment activities that families are unable to provide;
4) assistance with family literacy so parents can help their children succeed and;
5) activities to enable academic achievement such as social skills, healthy snacks, and
exercise.
The Steamer Success Academy delivered a before and after school program during the
2016-2017 school year and a 30 day summer school program. The Steamer Success
Academy provided before and after school learning supports as well as a summer school
program to extend student learning time. The Steamer Success Academy had 82 school year
and 43 summer school student participants. The program utilized the following strategies to
close participating students’ learning gaps:
1. Provide students with integrated academic supports before, during, and after school
as well as a summer school program:
2. Connect the school with families through communication efforts and:
3. Expand student learning opportunities.
b.

Dissemination of local evaluation.

Describe how the local evaluation is being shared with shareholders here. Note: The website
url on which the evaluation is posted must be included.
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The Steamer Success Academy created a student, parent and school staff communication
loop that supported improved student success. The program had 4 family literacy nights:
Thirty-three families attended on October 6, 2016; twenty-seven families attended on
October 23, 2016; twenty-six families attended on February 23, 2017; and thirty-three
families attended on May 25, 2017. This is a marked improvement in consistent
participation over the previous year. The program director had informal communication
with all stakeholders. The program director collaborated with classroom teachers,
parents, and grant partners using Newsletters, Participant Information Nights, Literacy
Nights, and Family Feedback Sessions. The advisory committee convened in 2017, and
the local evaluation report was shared with the committee on May 25, 2017.

c.





d.

Recommendations for objectives.
Chart 2 on page 16 refers to Academic performance and indicates that 35% of the
students did not need to improve, these students were already proficient. We
recommend that the program focus on improvement for all students whether the
students are non-proficient or proficient.
The evaluation team in collaboration with the director, teachers, parents, and grant
partners identified the following opportunities for continued inquiry:
o Integrate PBiS expectations and procedures adopted by Mark Twain Elementary
School to strengthen learning opportunities and enhance the teacher/learner
relationship and learning climate during Steamer Success Academy as well as
during the regular school day. Mark Twain is recognized as a model PBIS
school, and infusing PBiS strategies in the program will result in strengthened
academic performance, improved social interactions, and fewer incidents of
inappropriate student behavior in the regular school year setting.
o Strengthen the involvement of the advisory committee by adopting a formal
process for seeking recommendations not only for improvement but also for
recognition and celebration.
o Promote a safe and positive environment, where staff serve as role models and
utilize Positive Behavior Intervention Support (PBiS) which is used by the
school district to increase social competence.
Recommendations on future plans for change.

For the 2017-18 grant implementation year, four co-directors are sharing the director
responsibility. Recognition should be provided to the individuals agreeing to assume those
responsibilities. This strategy creates an opportunity for each individual to enhance program
implementation by utilizing their strengths generally, and in specific areas.
Recommendations include:



Integrate tutoring with the PBiS approach by incorporating PBiS expectations and
positive supports throughout Steamer Success Academy activities.
Strengthen the systematic gathering, tabulation, and analysis of program data,
focused on data-driven program decision-making and clarity of reporting results.
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Continue to monitor and make available survey and other pertinent documents
referenced in the evaluation report.
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Appendix A
21st CCLC Annual Performance Report (APR) – Teacher Survey
Teacher Survey–21st Century Community Learning Centers (21st CCLCs)
This survey is designed to collect information about changes in a particular student’s behavior during the
school year. Please select only one response for each of the questions asked in the table below. Please note
that survey response options are divided into two primary groups: (1) Did Not Need to Improve, which
suggests that the student had already obtained an acceptable level of functioning and no improvement was
needed during the course of the school year; and (2) Acceptable Level of Functioning Not Demonstrated
Early in School Year–Improvement Warranted, which suggests that the student was not functioning at a
desirable level of performance on the behavior being described. If the student warranted improvement on a
given behavior, please indicate the extent to which the student did or did not improve on that behavior during
the course of the school year by indicating if they demonstrated Significant Improvement, Moderate
Improvement, or one of the other levels listed below. If you believe the behavior described in a given question
is not applicable for the student for whom you are completing the survey (e.g., homework is not given in your
classroom because of the age of the student), please do not provide a response for that question.
Name of student:
Grade/school:
Subject taught (if middle or high school):

To what
extent has
your student
changed
their
behavior in
terms of:
Turning in
his/her
homework on
time.
Completing
homework to
your
satisfaction.
Participating
in class.
Volunteering
(e.g., for
extra credit or
more
responsibilitie
s).
Attending
class
regularly.
Being
attentive in
class.

Acceptable Level of Functioning Not Demonstrated Early in School Year –
Improvement Warranted
Did
Not
Need
to
Impro
ve

Significant
Improveme
nt

Moderate
Improveme
nt

Slight
Improveme
nt

Slight
Declin
e

Modera
te
Decline

Significa
nt
Decline

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

No
Chang
e
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Behaving
well in class.

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Academic
performance.
Coming to
school
motivated to
learn.
Getting along
well with
other
students.

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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Appendix B
Chart 3: Teacher Survey-Student Homework Completion

78.5% Did not need improvement
3.1% Slight Improvement
16.9% No Change
1.5% Slight Decline
Teacher Survey Homework Completion
Did Not Need to Improve – 47
Significant Improvement – 1
Moderate Improvement – 1
Slight Improvement – 3
No Change – 12
Slight Decline – 1
Moderate Decline - 0

Chart 4: Teacher Survey: Student Homework Quality
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72.3% Did not need to Improve
1.5% Significant Improvement
1.5% Moderate Improvement
4.6% Slight Improvement
18.5% No Change
1.5% Slight Decline
Chart 5 Teacher Survey- Participation in Class

44.6% Did Not Need to Improve
15.4% Moderate Improvement
29.2% Slight Improvement
9.2% No Change
1.5% Slight Decline
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Class Participation
Did Not Need to Improve - 29
Significant Improvement - 0
Moderate Improvement - 10
Slight Improvement - 19
No Change - 6
Slight Decline - 1
Moderate Decline - 0

Chart 6:Teacher Survey-Volunteering

46.2% Did Not Need to Improve
1.5% Significant Improvement
18.5% Moderate Improvement
20% Slight Improvement
12.3% No Change
1.5% Slight Decline
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Chart 7: Teacher Survey- Attendance

76.9% Did Not Need to Improve
1.5% Significant Improvement
4.6% Slight Improvement
15.4% No Change
1.5% Slight Decline
Chart 8: Teacher Survey- Students Being Attentive

38.5% Did Not Need to Improve
10.8% Moderate Improvement
27.7% Slight Improvement
13.8% No Change
9.2% Slight Decline
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Chart 9: Teacher Survey- Behaving Well in Class

43.1% Did Not Need to Improve
7.7% Moderate Improvement
27.7% Slight Improvement
12.3% No Change
6.2% Slight Decline
3.1% Moderate Decline

Student Behavior
Did Not Need to Improve - 28
Significant Improvement - 0
Moderate Improvement - 5
Slight Improvement - 18
No Change - 8
Slight Decline - 4
Moderate Decline - 2
Chart 10: Teacher Survey: Coming to School Motivated to Learn
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41.5% Did Not Need to Improve
3.1% Significant Improvement
15.4% Moderate Improvement
24.6% Slight Improvement
13.8% No Change
1.5% Slight Decline
Chart 11: Teacher Survey- Getting Along with Other Students

40% Did Not Need to Improve
9.2% Moderate Improvement
30.8% Slight Improvement
12.3% No Change
7.7% Slight Decline
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